3.6

Carefully shut the door and remove the frame, drill the
previously marked holes and insert the rawlplugs. Replace
the frame ensuring that it sits centrally and is fully pushed
down over the mounting bracket. Secure to the wall using
the screws supplied.

3.7

Ensure the front door of the frame is in the closed position;
place a red fibre washer onto each of the 4 studs protruding
from the front panel of the frame. See diagram 10.
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3.10 Close the front door and ensure that the top edge of the
door is level with the top edge of the rear frame. If they are
not level, the door may be adjusted by loosening the 2
screws on the back frame catch plate and repositioning so
the door is level. Always retighten the 2 screws when
adjustment is complete.

4. COMMISSIONING
4.1

Where commissioning tests are detailed in the appliance
installation instructions, these should now be carried out
with the decorative frame in place.

4.2

Ensure that these instructions along with the appliance
instructions are handed to the user.

5. OPERATION
5.1

To open the decorative frame, gently lift the Right hand side
of the front and pull towards you. The door will open on
the hinges allowing access to the controls and window
frame assembly.

5.2

To close the decorative frame, push the front door until it
engages with the steel catch, gently lift and push shut so
that the steel catch plate on the door rides over the steel
catch plate on the back frame.

AR1480

3.8

Remove the glass panel from the packaging.
THE GLASS PANEL IS VERY FRAGILE AND SHOULD NOT
BE RESTED ON A CORNER, ALWAYS ENSURE THERE IS A
SOFT SURFACE TO REST THE PANEL ON DURING
INSTALLATION.

3.9

PLEASE NOTE THAT SOME RESISTANCE FROM THE
CATCH PLATES IS NORMAL DURING THE OPENING
AND CLOSING OF THE DOOR. AS THE DOOR IS QUITE
HEAVY, THE CATCH PLATES ENABLE THE DOOR TO
ALWAYS REST IN A HORIZONTAL POSITION WHEN
CLOSED.

Lift the glass panel into place ensuring the protruding studs
locate through the 4 holes on the glass panel. Whilst
holding the glass panel in place, place another red fibre
washer onto each stud and then secure the glass and
washers in place using the 4 decorative threaded end caps.
See diagram 11.
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6. CLEANING THE FRAME
6.1

Only clean the frame when it is cold.

6.2

The glass should be cleaned using a normal household
window-cleaning agent. Alternatively, it may be cleaned
using a water and washing-up liquid solution, and then
wiped over with a chamois cloth.

6.3

The back frame should be wiped over with a damp cloth
and buffed using a lint-free duster.

7. FIXING KIT COMPONENTS
AR1481

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE GLASS PANEL WILL STILL
REMAIN SLIGHTLY LOOSE ON THE STUDS, THIS IS
NORMAL AND THE GLASS IS NOT INTENDED TO BE
CLAMPED TIGHTLY. THE GLASS PANELS ARE SCREEN
PRINTED ON ONE SIDE, YOU CAN ACHIEVE A MATT OR
GLOSS FINISH DEPENDING ON WHICH SIDE YOU HAVE
FACING OUTWARDS, THIS IS PURELY DOWN TO
PERSONAL PREFERENCE.

COMP. No.

DESCRIPTION

Riva 67 Vetro
Decorative Front Installation
& User Instructions

QUANTITY

FA0415

Woodscrews

17

FA0387

Rawlplugs

17

FA0411

Fibre Washers

8

GZ4611

End Caps

4

PR0785

Instruction Manual

1

FA0041

Panel Clips

4

FA0016

No.8 X 10 S/T Screws

4

FA0468

No. 10 X 3/8” Screws

4

For use with the Gas and Electric Riva 67.

Gazco Limited, Osprey Road, Sowton Industrial Estate, Exeter, Devon, England EX2 7JG
Tel: (01392) 261999 Fax: (01392) 444148 E-mail: info@gazco.com
A member of the Stovax Group
PR0785 Issue 3 (October 2006)

Covering the following frames:
8662WH Vetro White (Gas)
8662BK Vetro Black (Gas)
8662WGE “
“ (Electric)
8662BKE “
“ (Electric)
1. GENERAL

3. FITTING
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IMPORTANT: BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH THE
INSTALLATION OF THE DECORATIVE FRONT, YOU
MUST ENSURE THAT THE WALL AREA ABOVE AND TO
THE SIDES OF THE APPLIANCE IS SUITABLY
CONSTRUCTED TO ENSURE THE FIXINGS WILL CARRY
THE WEIGHT OF THE FRONT. IF THE WALL IS
CONSTRUCTED FROM PLASTERBOARD, IT IS ESSENTIAL
THAT BATTERNS ARE LOCATED TO THE SIDES OF THE
APPLIANCE IN THE FIXING AREA TO PROVIDE
STRENGTH TO THE FIXINGS. See Fig. 5

2
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5

3.3

Remove the mounting bracket and drill the fixing holes,
push the rawlplugs into the holes and secure the bracket to
the wall with the screws supplied.

AR1494

1.1

AR1548a

These instructions are supplemental to, and must be read in
conjunction with, the installation instructions supplied with
the appliance. Read both thoroughly before installing the
appliance.

1.2

THE FIXINGS SUPPLIED SHOULD BE SUFFICIENT WHEN
MOUNTING ONTO A BRICK OR BLOCK WALL, YOU
SHOULD HOWEVER, USE SUITABLE FIXINGS WHEN
MOUNTING ON A WALL CONSTRUCTED OF AN
ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL.

NOTE: If you use method 2. above you may need to make a small
recess in your plaster for your Riva electric to sit flush with
the wall, (Fig. 3)

Fitting of this decorative front should be carried out after
the appliance has been installed but before any
commissioning tests that may be required.

3.4

3

2. DEFLECTOR ASSEMBLY FOR RIVA 67
ELECTRIC (8590ELR)

AR1482

For the Electric Riva (8590ELR) refer to Installation
Instruction (PR695):

3.1

FOR ELECTRIC RIVA (8590SLELR) REFER TO PR0851 AND
THEN RETURN TO SECTION 3 OF THESE
INSTRUCTIONS
2.1

Remove the steel frame assembly from the packaging and
carefully locate the top edge over the top of the wall
bracket, ensure the frame is central to the appliance and
push the frame down so that the return on the top back
edge of the frame locates between the top edge of the
mounting bracket and the wall. See diagram 8.

Having completed the installation of the Riva 67or Slimline
Electric Riva (8590SLELR) by referring to the installation
instructions, identify the 3 lugs on the top flange. See
diagram 6.
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6

Fit the deflector as described below before fixing the
appliance box in place. To assemble the deflector frame:
a) Use the four No. 8 x 10 self tapping screws, as shown in
Fig.1.

AR1549

1

AR1477

c) Slide the assembled deflector onto the fire:
the holes on the inside of each ‘leg’ align with the box
fixing holes. The angled deflector rests on top of the
appliance’s hood (Fig. 4) The assembly can then be fixed
firmly to the wall through the outer deflector holes into
the wall fixing plugs

3.5

4
AR1546

b) Choose out of 2 ways to fix the firebox to the wall,
depending on the construction of the wall:
1. Use the fire’s wall-fixing screws through the deflector and
firebox holes into the wall plugs, (refer to the Installation
Instructions - Electric Riva 67), or
2. Slide the panel clips over the fire fixing holes (Fig. 2,
Detail A) and fix the deflector assembly with 4 X No. 10 s/t
screws.

Locate the wall mounting bracket so that the tabs locate in
the lugs on the top flange and the bracket rests against the
top edge of the top flange, ensure the bracket is resting
centrally and mark the location of the fixing holes. If the
wall is of solid block construction, mark the position of the
5 holes indicated “A”. If the wall is constructed from
studwork and plasterboard (or similar), mark the position of
the 4 holes indicated “B”. See diagram 7.

AR1548b

2

Carefully open the front door of the frame assembly by
gently lifting the Right hand side and pulling forward. With
the door open, mark the position of the fixing slots located
down the inner Left hand and Right hand sides. See
diagram 9.
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3.2

3
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